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Chapter 1 : Cousin Eddie Merry Christmas Clark Christmas Shirt - The Wholesale T-Shirt Co.
Merry Christmas from Eddie [Carolyn Haywood, Julie Durrell] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Nine stories describe seven-year-old Eddie Wilson's experiences at Christmas, including his plans for sending a
unique Christmas card.

Content[ edit ] The original album consisted of ten songs on five 78 records , all of which had been previously
released. Prior to the long-playing album era , such assemblies were not uncommon for popular music , Merry
Christmas instigated by the enormous popularity of the "White Christmas" record. The 78rpm album quickly
reached the top of the Billboard Best-selling popular record albums chart [3] in and remained there for several
weeks. This recording of "White Christmas," heard on every subsequent pressing, is actually a re-recording of
the song as, in an unprecedented occurrence, the master had actually worn out and was no longer usable.
Decca and Crosby undertook the remake with the same orchestra and chorus, in an attempt to re-create the
original May recording as closely as possible. The original recording of "White Christmas" to this date, has
never been stamped on LP records or 45 rpm singles , and has appeared in a few holiday compilation albums
on CD. The vinyl LP configuration is the one extant to date, consisting of the entirety of Decca A plus four
additional tracks. After the original cast recording to Oklahoma! Although unintentional, the unifying theme,
composition, narrative, and lyrics all place this among the earliest released concept albums , predating the LP
record itself. Decca reissued the eight song Merry Christmas album in the form of a inch LP in , catalogue
Decca DL with its standard brown label. This was the same cover design that had been used on all issues of
the 78rpm album. Copies released after featured a newly designed red and green cover. Merry Christmas was
also issued as a 45 rpm box set in , catalogue Decca It had the same basic cover with a new yellow
background and the same four singles as the 78 rpm album A, and the individual records had the same catalog
numbers, in this case preceded by the "9-" prefix. This had the same cover as the second version of the inch
LP; each 7-inch single had two songs per side, and the sides were numbered and , respectively. When Decca
and the rest of the industry abandoned the inch LP format in , it created a inch LP version of Merry Christmas,
catalogue Decca DL, with four additional songs and the now familiar cover with Crosby in his Santa Claus
stocking cap as pictured above. This album was exactly duplicated for the re-issue by Geffen Records. Mono
copies made after the introduction of stereo have "DL" in the bottom left corner of the front cover. All copies
from the s feature the Decca rainbow label. The mono version was temporarily deleted in The re-channeled
stereo mixes are considered by many [6] to be inferior due to the addition of artificial reverb, giving the once
intimate-sounding "dry" original masters a "concert-hall" sound. This version was only available for a short
time. This exists on the black with rainbow, tan, and blue with rainbow labels. While the initial MCA
pressings were in re-channeled stereo as on the post Decca issues , the original "dry" mono mixes were
restored to several of the later MCA pressings- most notably on the blue with rainbow labels. In Merry
Christmas was transferred to compact disc, MCAD and included these same twelve songs in their original
mono mixes. Universal Music Group successor to MCA Records changed the name of the album to White
Christmas, keeping the contents and the catalogue number unchanged. A new mono re-master was made in
and reissued in It was further reissued in , now with catalogue number B This is the one available at present.
Note that it still says MCAD on the disc. Notes regarding European versions: In , this version was transferred
to compact disc on the MCA label with catalogue number In , it was reissued possibly remastered with
catalogue number MCD, and later on with catalogue number MCD The entire album over time, minus the
songs "Faith of Our Fathers" and "Danny Boy" which was only on the original album can be found on the
double-disc Bing Crosby: This limited edition mono reissue faithfully reproduces the newly designed LP, right
down to the album jacket artwork which restores the original "Merry Christmas" title and the
period-appropriate black Decca label on the vinyl record. Original track listing[ edit ] The album issue Decca
A consisted of these previously issued 78 rpm records:
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Chapter 2 : Formats and Editions of Merry Christmas from Eddie [www.nxgvision.com]
Merry Christmas from Eddie has 18 ratings and 1 review. Xiao Wen said: Very sadly that Christmas is already passed
for more than 3 months. Actually, the.

This box is meowing. She wrapped up her damn cat! Well, take it to the kitchen and open it up. Why would
someone put a cat in a box? She gets confused, Rusty. That would be her Jell-O mold. You surprised to see us,
Clark? Can I refill your eggnog for you? Get you something to eat? Drive you out to the middle of nowhere,
leave you for dead? What are you looking at? You checked our shitters, honey? If it fills with gas, I pity the
person who lights a match within ten yards of it. Rocky bit my thumb. Do you really think it matters, Eddie?
Yeah, I know the feeling. And why is the carpet all wet, Todd? You just march over there and slug that creep
in the face. Do you sleep with your brother? Do you know how sick and twisted that is? She passed away
thirty years ago They want you to say grace I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America,
[Clark makes a confused face towards Aunt Bethany] and to the republic for which it stands - one nation,
under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. Talk about spending your money away. I hope you kids
see what a silly waste of resources this was. He worked really hard, Grandma. So do washing machines.
Maybe we ought to just go up there and check Look at the time. I gotta get to bed. I still gotta brush my teeth,
feed the hog, still got some homework to do, still got those bills to pay, wash the car He usually eats these
goddamn things. Not recently, Clark, he read that squirrels were high in cholesterol. Russ, go get the hammer.
Clark, what do you need a hammer for? And smack it with the hammer. You are not going to kill that squirrel
in front of all these kids! Well honey, what do you suggest? Is there anything else I can do for you, Uncle
Lewis? This may be his last Christmas. If he keeps it up, it will be his last Christmas. I simply solved the
problem. We needed a coffin There are no lots open on Christmas Eve. Lewis burned down my tree so I
replaced it as best I could. And thanks for noticing. He got it up. Our holidays were always such a mess. I had
a lot of help from Jack Daniels. This is a full-blown, four-alarm holiday emergency here. Stay out of this, Dad.
How could things get any worse? Take a look around you, Ellen! My cousin-in-law, whose heart is bigger
than his brain I appreciate that, Clark. He stalks outside the house, with his chainsaw. I told you to freeze,
mister!
Chapter 3 : Cousin Eddie Merry Christmas Clark Christmas Sweater - The Wholesale T-Shirt Co.
Merry Christmas and Seasons Greetings from Crazy Eddie's Motie News!I'm taking a break from passing along NASA's
greetings to us Earthlings (maybe next year -- until then Vox explains NASA's plan to save Earth from asteroids will have
to do the trick) to remind my readers about a possibility I raised at the end of Broken Peach: Singing Spanish goths and
witches for Halloween: "Before I leave.

Chapter 4 : Eddie Kilroy Â» MERRY CHRISTMAS & A HAPPY NEW YEAR
Illustrations by Julie Durrell Eddie's Christmas card -- How Santa Claus delivered presents -- Christmas is coming -How the Christmas tree fell over -- Christmas bells for Eddie -- The Christmas concert -- New toys from old -- The
Christmas program -- The mystery of the Christmas cookies.

Chapter 5 : Merry Christmas with Eddie Fisher by Eddie Fisher on Amazon Music Unlimited
Our Youth is what matters the most. I wanted to wish everyone a Merry Christmas from Myself & Max. Show some love
to one of my main students @yoyomaxk.

Chapter 6 : Merry Christmas, Mrs. Moskowitz - Wikipedia
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Merry Christmas from Eddie by Carolyn Haywood A copy that has been read, but remains in excellent condition. Pages
are intact and are not marred by notes or highlighting, but may contain a neat previous owner name.

Chapter 7 : National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation () - Quotes - IMDb
Cousin Eddie Merry Christmas Clark Christmas Sweater is designed and printed in U.S. Generous fit. Soft, sturdy, easy
to move around in, all the while looking good.

Chapter 8 : 12/ MERRY CHRISTMAS! UPDATE ON THIS WEEK & WEEKEND. | Eddie Trunk
Merry Christmas From Eddie by Carolyn Haywood, This is a collection of short stories, most of which involve one of
Haywood's favorite characters, Eddie. Eddie is often full of big ideas and is eager to get involved in new projects.

Chapter 9 : Merry Christmas From Eddie â€“ Forgotten Books and Stories
Merry Christmas Kilroy and Liz, I wish you a very Merry Christmas from VA. Liz, I hope you don't have to eat Kilroy's
cooking, being down with your shoulder.
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